
• To evaluate current digital cameras and digital image systems.
Quantify their strengths and weaknesses, by capturing color
images for evaluation. 

• To Identify possible product lines and applications for these
devices

• Provide output on common devices available to our customers,
competition and NEBS, to show achievable quality.

• To provide NEBS with the information necessary to design a
product offering that capitalizes on digital imaging technology.

The technology to capture, integrate and reproduce photograph-
ic images for short run color printing is rapidly evolving. These
imaging technologies have advanced to the point for NEBS to
utilize, as we expand our product lines into short run color.

Digital photography is in its infancy and will continue to devel-
op rapidly for the remainder of the century. Current technology
is useful in applications designed around its limitations.

Kodak Photo CD - This technology is presently the most capa-
ble of supporting a wide range of product offerings including,
photo business cards, brochures, flyers, and other advertising. It
offers NEBS the best quality, widest range of uses and presents
storage and re-order opportunities.

Low Cost Digital Cameras - This technology has just now
become sufficient for use in specific applications such as real
estate flyers and some advertising. Current camera designs are
not suitable for applications such as photo business cards and
product advertising. However, this technology will continue to
evolve rapidly over the next year. This class of digital camera
will quickly become more versatile while remaining relatively
low in price.

High End Digital Cameras - These devices are currently
expensive and suited for studio work. They will continue to
evolve but offer limited use to in-store applications at this time.
Higher skill level is required to get quality images.

Color output devices are also evolving rapidly and present both
an opportunity and a threat to NEBS short run color initiatives.

Low end color printers - Cost and quality of these devices
enable our customers to produce very short run advertising
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without our assistance. This trend will continue with improve-
ments in ink jet and the color laser printers.

Color copiers - Cost and quality of these devices enable our
customers to produce very short runs with rapid turnaround
time. There are many providers of this service.

High end color printers - Cost of these devices is still high
enough to reduce competition. Higher quality than other alterna-
tives. NEBS has significant opportunity here.

Digital imaging is supported by the expanding base of desktop
computers, applications and output devices. Our customers have
many options available to them in obtaining color printing. 

Our customers do not currently have much knowledge or expe-
rienced with short run color printing. NEBS opportunity is to
provide a easy and painless process of obtaining our customers
information and producing pleasing color output. 

The technology is available now to meet this goal. NEBS needs
to obtain the production skills and equipment necessary.
Products need to be carefully designed to avoid current technol-
ogy limitations.

Technology of digital imaging and short run color has advanced
sufficiently to be useful to NEBS fulfillment and NEBS cus-
tomers. A fulfillment system may be designed as follows:

• Develop capability to accept customer prints, negatives and
photo CD’s. 

Prints will be scanned and corrected to our process. 

Negatives will be automatically scanned by a Kodak Photo
CD processing unit and saved to Photo CD format. This
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simplifies NEBS fulfillment, reduces customer history stor-
age and adds a perceived value to the printed product.

Customer provided CD’s will be used as is, with no correc-
tions.

• Accept limited digital files from cameras and other customer
sources.

• Design a product line around the low end digital cameras
capabilities and limitations

• Bundle NEBS brochure making software with low end digi-
tal cameras sold by partner.

• Re-market a camera under our own label

• Increase in-house production capability for short run color
printing.

NEBS will need to establish supporting technologies to produce
this class of products. Color management and short run color
fulfillment skills are required. 

Short run color will require additional customer support and
education. 

The evolving class of low cost desktop printers will compete
with our product offerings. As our customers become more
sophisticated and capable of working with color images, they
will discover alternatives to NEBS printing services.

Observations
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